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The socially efficient allocation is

where social marginal cost is equal

to the social marginal benefit

This is where SMC crosses the

demand curve: 

What is the welfare outcome under

the unregulated monopolist

outcome?

Monopoly

(q∗, p∗)
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In the absence of regulation, the

monopolist maximizes profit where

MR = MC: 

This results in deadweight loss equal

to the red area

Now what happens if we set a

Pigouvian tax equal to marginal

damage?

Monopoly

(qm, pm)
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The Pigouvian tax restricts output

even more, adding deadweight loss

equal to the blue area on top of the

deadweight loss in the red area

The tax actually made us worse off

by the blue area!

Why?

Monopoly
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Assume emissions are proportional

to output

And MD is constant

The firm chooses to produce/emit at 

 in the unregulated equilibrium

If we tax output equal to MD we can

achieve the socially optimal

allocation 

Output taxes

qu

q∗
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An output tax can be efficient, if we

assume that emissions are

proportional to output

Now let's break the link between

output and emissions by writing

down a slightly more complicated

model where the firm chooses

emissions and output separately

Output taxes
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Output taxes, part two

Here's our model:

Cobb-Douglas production using labor and emissions as inputs: 

The firm pays wages  to labor, rental rate  to emissions (capital)

The firm receives a price  per unit of output

Emissions cause marginal damage 

Q = LαE1−α

w r

p

d
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What does an output tax  do versus a regular emission tax ?

Q = LαE1−α
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Output taxes, part two

The firm's problem for the output tax is:

max
L,E

(p − τo)L
αE1−α − wL − rE
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Output taxes, part two

The firm's problem for the output tax is:

The firm's profit-maximizing choices are given by the first-order conditions:

The firm equates the MR and MC of each input

The output tax penalizes the use of clean labor (despite it not causing any

externalities) at a marginal rate of: , this is not efficient
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Output taxes, part two

How does this compare to a pure emission tax?

The firm's problem when facing an emission tax is:

The firm's profit-maximizing choices are given by the first-order conditions:

A tax of  can achieve the efficient allocation!

max
L,E

pLαE1−α − wL − (r + τe)E

α(p)Lα−1E1−α = w (1 − α)pLαE−α = r + τe

τe = d
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If emissions are perfectly determined by output, we can use output taxes to

achieve the efficient outcome

If emissions can be chosen separately from outcome by the firm, this is no

longer true

In this case an output tax incorrectly taxes our clean inputs
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monopolist maximizes profit where
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This results in deadweight loss equal

to the red area
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α(p − τo)Lα−1E1−α = w (1 − α)(p − τo)LαE−α = r

τoLα−1E1−α
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Output taxes, part two

How does this compare to a pure emission tax?

The firm's problem when facing an emission tax is:

The firm's profit-maximizing choices are given by the first-order conditions:

A tax of  can achieve the efficient allocation!

max
L,E

pLαE1−α − wL − (r + τe)E

α(p)Lα−1E1−α = w (1 − α)pLαE−α = r + τe

τe = d
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If emissions are perfectly determined by output, we can use output taxes to

achieve the efficient outcome
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Output taxes takeaways

If emissions are perfectly determined by output, we can use output taxes to

achieve the efficient outcome

If emissions can be chosen separately from outcome by the firm, this is no

longer true

In this case an output tax incorrectly taxes our clean inputs
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